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1 Introduction

In this project we will apply machine learning techniques to an existing dataset of basketball statis-
tics to: 1) Predict the outcome of a game, given the two participating teams, and2) Identify out-
standing players based on season and career statistics.

2 Data Set

We will be using National Basketball Association (NBA) and American Basketball Association
(ABA) statistical data, maintained bywww.databaseBasketball.com. This dataset contains player
and team statistics from all NBA and ABA games through the history of these two leagues. If
necessary, we will apply transformations to the dataset to satsify the needs of the specific query
under study.

3 Project Idea

The business of professional sports is a multi-billion dollar industry, with the NBA being one of its
core constituents, with over $3.5 billion dollars of revenue in the 2007-2008 season. With many
teams desperate for a winning season, the importance of well informed decisions regarding player
aquisitions [1], based on data analysis, is critical [2]. Betting on sporting events, which is another
multi-billion dollar industry on its own, similarly depends on accurate data analysis for predicting
game outcomes.

For this project we will apply machine learning techniques to:1) Predict the outcome of a game,
and 2) identfity the best and worst players. To address the first problem, we plan to use binary
classification techniques – as seen in class – on data regarding the two participating teams. For
the second problem, we will apply outlier detection techniques to individual player data to pinpoint
both the outstanding and worst performing players. If necessary, we will apply transformations to
the raw player data to reduce the input data dimensionality and increase the accuracy and runtime
performance of our algorithms.

We will be using MATLAB to develop our ML algorithms. We will also consider using third-party
statistical packages, such as Excel or SPSS, to validate our results.
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